Jon Dodge FCA CF
Jon qualified as a chartered
accountant in 1991. From
1997 to 2004 he was a
corporate finance, tax and
forensic partner in PKF.
He formed JDC Corporate
Finance in 2004.
Over a professional career spanning 20+ years,
in addition to forming and developing his own
business from scratch, Jon has acted as a lead
adviser on over 100 sale and purchase transactions,
structured numerous minority shareholder exits
and has been the key adviser to many MBO teams.
Throughout his professional career Jon has acted
as retained adviser to individual company owners
and as a non-exec board adviser to various
businesses across a range of sectors. Here is
Jon’s personal statement:
“My motivation is to provide perceptive and valuable
advice based on real world experience, to be as
accessible as possible to my clients and to work with
them through the highs and lows of their business
journey. I endeavour to strike the right balance
between my role as a key contributor to the
development and management of the business whilst
at the same time maintaining the objectivity and
independence of a professional adviser. For me, the
key thing is to be there when needed, to introduce a
different perspective and to constantly strive to make
a real difference.”

Testimonials:
“As our key adviser from day one, Jon has provided an irreplaceable
source of advice, support and experience in all of our transactions
and virtually every other area of our business development. It is
great to have a non-exec adviser who we trust implicitly and who is
genuinely committed to us and our business.”
“We had been looking for something extra from our advisers
for quite a while before we were introduced to JDC. Since then
we have successfully refocused and restructured our business to
increase profitability and have greatly benefited from the regular,
pithy and cost effective advice that Jon provides through our regular
board meetings. We have no hesitation in recommending Jon and
his team to others whenever we are asked.”
“An ability to communicate with clarity, to speak our language,
relate and empathise irrespective of the prevailing commercial
climate with attention to detail and prudent counsel. In truth,
excellence through expertise for over a decade. Jon and his team
have always met and often exceeded our expectations.”
“Throughout a long and successful association we have used Jon
Dodge for acquisition and more general corporate advice and have
always found his judgement to be spot on. As our group expands
internationally we are continuing to use the services of Jon and his
team to help us keep a steady hand on the tiller.”
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